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Abstract
Study Objectives: Patients with isolated rapid eye movement (REM) sleep behavior disorder (iRBD) are known to be at risk of neurodegenerative diseases but the time 

process of neurodegeneration remains unclear and its ethnic difference is rarely discussed. The objective of this study was to investigate the clinical manifestation of 

iRBD according to disease duration in a Korean cohort.

Methods: Patients who had been diagnosed with iRBD for at least 5 years were tracked and those currently remaining as iRBD were invited for motor, autonomic, 

olfactory, color discrimination, and cognitive tests. Cross-sectional comparison between patients with iRBD with modest disease duration (5–9.9 years) and long 

disease duration (≥10 years) was conducted.

Results: There were total of 198 patients with iRBD (135 males, 68.2%) tracked, whose average age at diagnosis was 65.9 years. Thirty-three had developed 

parkinsonism and 17 had developed dementia, resulting in a phenoconversion risk of 35.7% at 10 years. Hazard rate showed a gradually increasing trend over time, 

beginning from 2.1 conversions per year to 8.5 at 10 years. Patients with iRBD with a long disease duration (n = 19) had slightly higher motor scores than those with a 

modest duration (n = 82). However, they showed no difference in the frequency of motor abnormality or other clinical markers.

Conclusions: There is a possible racial or geographical difference of phenoconversion risk. The progression of neurodegeneration might be very subtle in that 

patients with iRBD with longer disease duration do not necessarily show higher frequency of neurodegeneration markers.

Key words:  Asian continental ancestry group; dementia; neurodegenerative diseases; Parkinson’s disease; REM sleep behavior disorder

Statement of Significance

Isolated rapid eye movement sleep behavior disorder (iRBD) is a known risk factor for neurodegenerative disorders but time process of 
neurodegeneration is unknown. We hypothesized that the clinical presentation of neurodegeneration symptoms might be correlated to 
the disease duration of iRBD. This study shows that patients who remain iRBD for a longer period do not necessarily show a higher fre-
quency of neurodegeneration markers. Clinicians should be aware that a part of patients with iRBD may experience very slowly progressive 
neurodegenerative symptoms. In addition, the possibility of racial and geographical differences in phenoconversion risk is raised in this 
study.
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Introduction

Isolated rapid eye movement (REM) sleep behavior disorder (iRBD) 
is a well-known risk for future development of neurodegenerative 
disorders, especially synucleinopathy such as Parkinson’s disease 
(PD), dementia with Lewy bodies (DLB), and multiple system at-
rophy (MSA) [1]. The risk for developing neurodegenerative dis-
eases has been estimated to be about 30% at 5 years and 60%–80% 
at 10 years [2, 3]. However, the phenoconversion rate is only 18% 
at 5 years in Korea [4]. Studies from Japan and China have also 
reported lower phenoconversion rates in patients with iRBD [5–8]. 
While the methodological difference might play a role, geograph-
ical or racial differences of phenoconversion rate and disease 
course of iRBD should be considered. Currently, such studies from 
Asian countries with a long follow-up period and large sample 
size have not been reported yet.

On the other hand, many efforts have been made to predict 
the future development of neurodegenerative disorders in pa-
tients with iRBD by investigating clinical, imaging, and neuro-
physiological markers [9, 10]. However, most studies were focused 
on the baseline data of patients with iRBD. Only a few studies 
have reported clinical manifestation after certain disease dur-
ation. Two studies from Caucasian have reported characteristics 
of longstanding form of iRBD defined as disease free for 10 years 
or more of follow-up duration [11, 12]. Iranzo et al. investigated 20 
longstanding patients with iRBD in Spain and reported that all 
of them had either clinical, neuroimaging, or histologic markers 
of PD after 10 years or more from their diagnoses [11]. The other 
study from Canada presented results of a longitudinal follow-up of 
11 longstanding patients with iRBD [12]. With an annual increase 
of 3.9% of probability of prodromal PD, patients with iRBD showed 
multiple features of neurodegeneration and nine met the research 
criteria of prodromal PD at the final year [12]. Both studies sug-
gested that almost all patients with iRBD eventually developed 
neurodegenerative symptoms or sign either rapidly or slowly.

Despite the evidence showing that most iRBD cases are 
under a neurodegenerative process, when and whether an 
overt phenoconversion would occur is hard to predict. In add-
ition, if a clinical phenoconversion develops in a gradual pro-
cess over many years or occurs as an abrupt event following a 
rapid deterioration is barely understood. While there have been 
reports about clinical characteristics of iRBD at their baseline 
and their longstanding form, the clinical manifestation of pa-
tients with iRBD with intermediate disease duration has not 
been thoroughly studied yet. Studies on patients with iRBD 
after a modest disease duration (ie, in-between the baseline 
and longstanding form) may help us understand the process of 
neurodegeneration.

Thus, the objectives of this study were: (1) to update the risk 
of neurodegeneration in Korean patients with iRBD using a large 
sample size with an extended follow-up period; (2) to investigate 
the clinical manifestation of iRBD after modest-to-long disease 
duration regarding motor, non-motor symptoms, and cognitive 
status; and (3) to elaborate the association between disease dur-
ation and neurodegenerative symptoms.

Methods

Participants

Individuals who have diagnosed as iRBD at the sleep clinic in 
Seoul National University Bundang Hospital between 2003 and 

2015 were included in this study. The diagnosis of RBD was made 
through a formal interview by a sleep expert (I.-Y.Y.) based on 
the standard criteria of the International Classification of Sleep 
Disorders—second edition after video-polysomnography (v-PSG) 
[13]. REM sleep without atonia (RSWA) was defined according to 
the American Academy of Sleep Medicine manual [14]. All pa-
tients were referred to take baseline neurological examination 
and neuropsychological (NP) test after their diagnosis as RBD. 
Those who were free of parkinsonism or dementia were con-
firmed as iRBD.

All the patients with iRBD were recommended and arranged 
with a followed-up neurologic evaluation every one year, regard-
less of symptom severity. The presence of mild parkinsonian 
sign required more frequent evaluation. Subjective cognitive 
change was evaluated at every visit of the sleep clinic (the fre-
quency of sleep clinic visit is minimum every 1 month to max-
imum every 1  year). Patients with mild cognitive impairment 
(MCI) would be recommended to keep regular 1-year follow-up 
for cognitive evaluation. In addition, full evaluation including 
neurologic examination and NP testing were administered every 
5 years for all patients with iRBD in the cohort, unless patients 
refused or got lost.

Phenoconversion

Phenoconversion was determined when a clear diagnosis was 
made for disease with parkinsonism by the neurologist or 
any type of dementia by geriatric psychiatrists with evident 
clinical symptoms. For these patients, neuroimaging (ie, F-18 
fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography, dopamine 
transporter imaging, and magnetic resonance imaging) was 
conducted for objective diagnosis of parkinsonian disorders 
and for differential diagnosis of dementia [15]. The date of 
phenoconversion was determined as the date of the onset of an 
overt syndrome for parkinsonism or the date of the detection of 
an objective cognitive decline leading to a dementia diagnosis. 
We did not classify patients with MCI as phenoconversion cases 
because MCI is prevalent in iRBD and evidences suggest that 
people diagnosed with MCI can recover normal cognitive func-
tion [16, 17].

Cross-sectional evaluation

Patients with no evidence of parkinsonism or dementia by the 
time of study were invited for risk factor investigation and tests 
for motor, autonomic, other sensory, and cognitive function. 
Evaluation was completed between September 2019 and March 
2021. For each individual, the evaluation was conducted at least 
5 years after iRBD diagnosis to warrant a disease duration of at 
least 5 years. Individuals with a history of head trauma, cerebro-
vascular diseases, or central nervous system (CNS) tumors were 
excluded. Patients who agreed to participate in the evaluation 
provided written informed consent according to the Declaration 
of Helsinki. Ethics approval was obtained from the Institutional 
Review Board (IRB) of Seoul National University Bundang 
Hospital (IRB No. B-1907-553-301).

Risk factors
Risk factors for PD such as caffeine use, smoking status, family 
history of PD or dementia, and exposure to pesticides and solv-
ents were investigated based on clinical history.
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Motor markers
Neurological examination and standardized motor examination 
were performed by an experienced movement disorder spe-
cialist (J.-M.K.). Motor part of the Movement Disorders Society 
Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (MDS-UPDRS-III) was 
administrated. Total score > 6 except for the action/positional 
tremor score was considered abnormal [18, 19]. For the quanti-
tative motor test, 3-Metre Timed-Up-and-Go test (TUG) was ad-
ministrated [20]. Participants were instructed to conduct the test 
with their regular speed. The threshold for abnormality in TUG 
was different depending on their age group (age < 70: 9 s, 70–79: 
10.2 s, and ≥ 80: 12.7 s) [21].

Autonomic symptoms
SCales for Outcomes in PArkinson’s disease—AUtonomic 
Dysfunction (SCOPA-AUT) was used to assess autonomic symp-
toms [22, 23]. In this study, only 23 items except items about 
sexual dysfunction were used (total score: 0–69). The majority 
of patients refused to answer sexual items despite encourage-
ment. Constipation, urinary dysfunction, and erectile dysfunc-
tion were decided based on their answers (≥2) to concordant 
items in the SCOPA-AUT. As an objective test, orthostatic hypo-
tension was assessed. Orthostatic hypotension was defined as a 
sudden drop in systolic blood pressure ≥ 20 mmHg or diastolic 
blood pressure ≥ 10  mmHg within 3  min of standing from a 
seated position as in other literature [11, 24].

Other sensory dysfunctions
Color vision was assessed with a computer-based Farnsworth-
Munsell (FM) 100-Hue test (CBFM 100-Hue). A  commercially 
available and validated program was used in this study with a 
standardized setting (performed in a dark room with a liquid 
crystal display monitor at a distance of 50 cm) [25]. The cutoff 
for poor color discrimination was total error score (TES) of 58. 
Hyposmia was assessed by Hyposmia Rating Scale (HRS), a 
self-rating scale specifically developed for olfactory dysfunction 
assessment in patients with PD [26]. HRS has been validated in 
patients with PD [26] and patients with MCI [27]. HRS contains 
six items, with each item describing a specific odor (eg, flowers, 
garbage, or perfume). Response was rated based on frequency of 
their perception as four (always), three (sometimes), two (only 
after being made aware of), and one (never), resulting in a total 
score of 6–24. HRS scores ≤ 22 indicated reduced olfactory func-
tion. It was validated with a sensitivity of 70% and a specificity 
of 85% compared to Sniffing’ sticks test in PD [26].

Depression and somnolence
Epworth’s sleepiness scale (ESS) and Beck’s depression 
inventory-II (BDI-II) were assessed for excessive daytime sleepi-
ness and depression. Cutoff scores for abnormality were > 10 for 
ESS and ≥14 for BDI-II [3].

Probability of prodromal PD
We calculated the probability of prodromal PD based on MDS 
research criteria [19]. In our study, most markers were assessed 
except for substantia nigra hyperechogenicity and abnormality 
in dopamine transporter imaging. PSG-proven RBD was not in-
cluded in the presented probability because of the ceiling effect 
as described in previous studies [11, 12]. Probable prodromal PD 
was determined when the probability (including likelihood ratio 
of PSG-proven RBD) exceeded 80%.

NP assessment for cognition
The full NP test included the Korean Version of the Consortium to 
Establish a Registry for Alzheimer’s Disease Assessment Packet 
Neuropsychological Assessment Battery (CERAD-K-N) [28, 29], 
Digit Span Test [30], Frontal Assessment Battery [31], and Stroop 
Color and Word Test [32, 33], all administered by trained neuro-
psychologists [34]. Raw scores of each test were transformed 
into age-, sex-, and education-adjusted z-scores. Any z-score 
below –1.5 was defined as a significant decline. A  presence of 
decline in any test required face-to-face standardized diagnostic 
interviews with geriatric psychiatrists to obtain a final diagnosis 
as either normal cognitive state, MCI, or dementia.

Statistics

Kaplan-Meier survival analysis was used to assess the cumu-
lative incidence of phenoconversion to neurodegenerative 
disorders. While the survival function is a fundamental tool 
for evaluating cumulative risk over time, the hazard func-
tion provides additional useful insight about how risk changes 
over time [35]. To assess the change of yearly hazard rate for 
phenoconversion, a nonparametric hazard rate estimation 
method with local bandwidth smoothing was used. A bootstrap-
based 95% confidence interval was estimated with 1000 repe-
titions. The muhaz package and R version 4.0.3 program were 
used for survival analysis and estimation of hazard function 
[36].

Patients with iRBD who accomplished the recent assessment 
were divided into two groups according to their disease dur-
ation: a group with modest disease duration (5–9.9 years) and a 
group with long disease duration (≥10 years). Disease duration 
of iRBD was defined as the period from the date of diagnostic 
v-PSG to the date of the newly conducted assessment. Cross-
sectional comparison of clinical manifestation between the 
two groups were conducted by Student’s t-test, Mann–Whitney 
U-test, and chi-square. The distribution of data for each variable 
was determined by Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. Pearson correl-
ation coefficient was used to evaluate the correlation between 
disease duration and clinical variables. Results are presented as 
mean ± SD for parametric variables and median (interquartile 
range [IQR]) for nonparametric variables. SPSS version 25.0 for 
Windows (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL) was used for cross-sectional 
study.

Results
The summary of study flow is presented (Figure 1). A total of 198 
patients who were diagnosed as iRBD before 2016 were tracked 
and 132 patients were candidates for cross-sectional evalu-
ation. One patient died from infection during the study period 
and three patients refused to attend the study. Eventually, 128 
(97%) were evaluated with clinical status updated between 
September 2019 and March 2021. Among them, six newly diag-
nosed with neurodegenerative disorders were classified into 
phenoconversion cases, and the one discovered to have pri-
mary CNS lymphoma was excluded from cross-sectional com-
parison. Twenty patients denied subjective cognitive decline 
and were willing to undergo simple neurologic examination 
only. Others who completed the full evaluation and remained 
as iRBD (n  =  101, 83%) were included in the cross-sectional 
comparison and correlation analysis.
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Survival analysis and hazard rate estimation of all 
198 patients

All 198 patients were included for survival analysis. The mean 
age at diagnosis was 65.88 ± 8.94 years. There were 135 (68.2%) 
males. After a mean follow-up duration of 6.78  ±  3.09  years, 
50 (25.2%) patients converted to an overt neurodegenerative 
disease. The mean interval between diagnosis of iRBD and 
phenoconversion was 5.50  ±  3.21  years (median: 5.21  years; 
range: 1.08–13.83  years). The risk of phenoconversion on 

Kaplan-Meier analysis was 5.1% at 2  years, 7.2% at 3  years, 
12.5% at 5 years, 35.5% at 10 years, 42.7% at 12 years, and 56.6% 
at 14  years from the date of diagnosis of iRBD (Figure 2A). 
Regarding the disease type, 33 (66.0%) developed parkinsonism 
as the first disease manifestation (including three probable MSA 
[6.0%] and one spinocerebellar ataxia [2.0%]) and 17 (34.0%) de-
veloped dementia first (including seven [14.0%] diagnosed with 
DLB, eight (16.0%) with Alzheimer’s disease, and two [4.0%] with 
other types of dementia).

Figure 1. Study flow chart. iRBD, isolated REM sleep behavior disorder; N/E, neurologic examination; MDS-UPDRS, Movement Disorders Society Unified Parkinson’s 

Disease Rating Scale; TUG, Timed Up and Go; SCOPA-AUT, SCales for Outcomes in PArkinson’s disease—AUtonomic Dysfunction; CBFM 100-Hue, computer-based 

Farnsworth-Munsell 100-Hue; HRS, Hyposmia Rating Scale; NP test, neuropsychological test.
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The yearly hazard rate showed a steadily increasing trend 
over time (Figure 2B–D). In the first 2.5  years, there were 10 
phenoconversion events from 481 observed total person-years, 
resulting in a hazard rate of 2.1 conversions per person-year. In 
the second 2.5 years, hazard rate increased to 3.2 (14 events from 
432 observed person-years), which later increased to 5.0 at the 
period of 5–7.5 years (13 events from 258 person-years), to 6.9 at 
7.5–10 years (8 events from 116 person-years), and eventually to 
8.5 at 10–12.5 years (4 events from 47 person-years). Estimates 
were not made after 12.5 years because there were only eight 
patients left. Hazard function estimates by the nonparametric 
method showed a similar trend of gradual increasing, which 
was robust with different bandwidth defined.

Clinical manifestation of iRBD after modest and long 
disease duration

Eighty-two patients with iRBD with modest disease duration 
(median: 6.5 [5.7–6.9] years] and 19 patients with long disease 
duration (median: 11.7 [10.8–12.6] years; max: 16.8 years) were 

compared (Table 1). The group with a long duration tended to be 
older than the group with a modest duration (71.7 ± 5.5 years vs. 
74.6 ± 7.1 years, p =.054). However, there was no significant differ-
ence regarding demographic characteristics or risk factors. Table 
2 presented the current medication use among the patients. In 
our cohort, the majority of patients were taking clonazepam for 
RBD symptoms, with or without additional treatment. Among 
the eight patients taking selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors 
(SSRIs), only one patient had been diagnosed with RBD while 
taking escitalopram for depression, whose RBD symptom onset 
was earlier than the treatment of depression. The other seven 
patients started SSRIs for depression or anxiety but only after a 
while from the RBD diagnosis.

In terms of clinical manifestation (Table 3), motor abnor-
mality rates were low in both groups and were not significantly 
different between the two groups (for MDS-UPDRS III: 5% vs. 
11%, p  =  .315; for TUG: 9% vs. 18%, p  =  .373). Only raw motor 
scores showed group difference. Scores of MDS-UPDRS III were 
slightly higher in the group with a long disease duration than 
the group with a modest duration (0 [0–1] vs. 2 [0–4], p = .026]). 

Figure 2. Survival analysis and hazard rate estimation. (A) Survival function by Kaplan-Meier analysis. (B) Piecewise constant estimate of the hazard rate with bin width 

of 2.5 years. (C) Hazard function with different degrees of smoothness (bandwidth set as 0.5, 1, and 2 years). (D) Hazard function estimate by local bandwidth smoothing 

with bootstrapped-based 95% confidence interval.
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The performance of TUG also showed group difference (p = .009), 
which was still significant after adjusting for age and sex 
(p =  .001). On the other hand, non-motor markers were preva-
lent in general (eg, 36% had constipation, 30% erectile dysfunc-
tion, 61% hyposmia, and 51% poor color discrimination ability). 
In terms of group difference, none of the non-motor symptoms 
showed statistical significance regarding frequency of abnor-
mality or raw scores as continuous variables. The probability of 
prodromal PD was low in both groups (5.8 [1.4–17.4] vs. 7.5 [2.2–
25.6], p = .397). The proportion of patients who met the criteria 
of probable prodromal PD was similar between the two groups 
(67% vs. 63%, p = .745).

Correlation analysis showed weak correlations of dis-
ease duration with MDS-UPDRS III (r  =  0.225, p  =  .024) and 
TUG (r  =  0.326, p  =  .001) (Figure 3). After age was adjusted, 
significance remained for MDS-UPDRS III (r = 0.198, p = .048) 
and TUG (r  =  0.285, p  =  .004). For other symptom scores (ie, 
SCOPA-AUT, TES, HRS, BDI-II, and ESS) and probability of pro-
dromal PD, there was no significant correlation with disease 
duration.

Discussion
This study updated the phenoconversion rate of iRBD patients 
in a Korean cohort with a relatively large sample size of iRBD pa-
tients with a long follow-up period, which was lower than that 
reported in the literature on Caucasian patients in Europe and 
North America. The hazard function of phenoconversion in iRBD 
was estimated and plotted over time, presenting an increasing 
trend. Comparisons between patients with different disease 
duration showed that motor scores were higher in patients with 
iRBD with a longer period than those with a modest duration 
while the abnormality rate of clinical markers (both motor and 
non-motor) was not significantly different between the two 

groups. There was a correlation between the motor scores and 
disease duration.

The estimated phenoconversion rate was consistent 
with our previous study (9% at 3  years, 18% at 5  years, and 
35% at 6  years) [4]. These were much lower rates comparted 
to those reported in the literature on Caucasian patients in 
Europe and North America [2, 3]. While the commonly re-
ferred phenoconversion rates were mainly from western 
countries, studies from Asia have repeatedly shown lower 
phenoconversion rates [4–6]. From a large-sampled Japanese 
RBD cohort (n = 273), phenoconversion risk was reported to be 
11.9% at 3 years, 20.3% at 5 years, and 51.4% at 10 years [5]. Wing 
et al. have reported phenoconversion rates of 8.5% at 5 years 
and 38.1% at 9 years from 91 patients with iRBD included in a 
Hong Kong Chinese cohort [6]. While methodological difference 
between studies such as sample size, follow-up period, and 
definition of phenoconversion (eg, whether or not including 
MCI) might have contributed to the difference, the possibility 
of racial/geographical difference should also be considered 
as evidence accumulating. Although racial and geographical 
differences regarding phenoconversion rate in iRBD have not 
been thoroughly investigated yet, differences in the prevalence 
of PD and iRBD have been reported. Population studies with 
questionnaire-based RBD diagnosis showed lower prevalence 
in European studies (3.8%) than in Asian studies (5.4%) [37]. 
On the other hand, higher prevalence of PD in White popula-
tions (1.7%) than in Blacks (1.0%) and Asians (1.1%) has been 
reported [38–40]. Lower prevalence of PD but higher prevalence 
of iRBD in Asians seemed be concordant with the lower rate 
of phenoconversion in Asia. In addition, the incidence of PD 
showed a male preponderance in the literature on Caucasian 
patients in Europe and North America (range, 0.7–2.4), while 
lower male to female ratios were reported in Asian studies 
(range, 1.0–1.2) [41, 42]. While our inclusion of more males 

Table 1. Demographic data of patients with iRBD with modest or long disease duration

 

iRBD with modest duration  
(5–10 years)  
n = 82 

iRBD with long duration  
(≥10 years)  
n = 19 P 

Demographic data
 Current age, year 71.7 ± 5.5 74.6 ± 7.1 .054
 Male 58 (71%) 13 (68%) .843
 Education years 14 (12, 16) 14 (12, 18) .569
 Age at RBD symptom onset, year 60.6 ± 6.4 57.9 ± 7.6 .114
 Age at RBD diagnosis, year 65.1 ± 5.8 62.3 ± 6.9 .071
 Time to diagnosis, year 3.2 (1.1, 5.2) 2.0 (1.9, 5.9) .484
 Disease duration, year 6.5 (5.7, 6.9) 11.7 (10.8, 12.6) <.001***
 Clonazepam daily dose, mg 1.0 (0.5, 1.3) 1.0 (0.5, 1.5) .550
Risk factors
 Exposure to pesticides 4 (5%) 1 (5%) >.900
 Exposure to solvents 0 (0%) 0 (0%) >.900
 Nonuse of caffeine 25 (31%) 3 (16%) .197

Smoking status   .328
 Never smoker 69 (84%) 15 (79%)  
 Previous smoker 5 (6%) 3 (16%)  
 Current smoker 8 (10%) 1 (5%)  
Family history of PD 1 (1%) 0 (0%) >.900
Family history of dementia 23 (28%) 2 (11%) .145

Pearson χ2 tests were performed for differences between categorical variables presented as number (percentage). Parametric data were analyzed by Student t-test 

and presented as mean ± SD. Nonparametric data were analyzed by Mann–Whitney U-test and presented as median (quarter). iRBD, isolated REM sleep behavior dis-

order; PD, Parkinson’s disease. *** P < .001.
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than females reflected the general male predominance of RBD 
prevalence, the sex ratio might contribute to the lower PD con-
version rate in our cohort. Another possible contributor to the 

lower phenoconversion rates was cultural differences (eg, the 
awareness of RBD and neurodegenerative diseases among pa-
tients and caregivers and the motivation to visit clinics).

Table 2. Treatment data of patients with iRBD with modest or long disease duration

 

iRBD with modest duration  
(5–10 years)  
n = 82 

iRBD with long duration  
(≥10 years)  
n = 19 P 

For RBD symptoms
No treatment 8 (10%) 2 (11%) >.900
Clonazepam 72 (88%) 16 (84%) .707
 Without combination 54 (66%) 7 (37%) .033*
 With combination 18 (22%) 9 (47%)  
Melatonin 2 (2%) 3 (16%) .045*
Carbamazepine 3 (4%) 4 (21%) .022*

For restless legs syndrome
Dopamine agonist 8 (10%) 3 (16%) .429

For insomnia
Zolpidem 6 (7%) 5 (26%) .031*
Trazodone 0 (0%) 2 (11%) .034*

For depression
SSRIs 6 (7%) 2 (11%) .643
SNRIs 0 (0%) 0 (0%) —
Other antidepressants 1 (1%) 2 (11%) .090

Pearson χ2 tests were performed for differences between categorical variables presented as number (percentage). iRBD, isolated REM sleep behavior disorder; SSRIs, 

selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors; SNRIs, serotonin-norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors. * P < .05.

Table 3. Clinical manifestation of patients with iRBD with modest or long disease duration

 

iRBD with modest duration  
(5–10 years)  
n = 82 

iRBD with long duration  
(≥10 years)  
n = 19 P 

Clinical motor markers
 MDS-UPDRS Part III, score 0 (0, 1) 2 (0, 4) .026*
 Abnormal MDS-UPDRS Part III 4 (5%) 2 (11%) .315
 TUG, second 8.1 ± 1.4 9.7 ± 2.3 .009**
 Abnormal TUG 7 (9%) 3 (18%) .373
Autonomic symptoms
 SCOPA-AUT, score 8 (4, 12) 9 (6, 13) .114
 Constipation 27 (33%) 9 (47%) .236
 Urinary dysfunction 19 (23%) 8 (42%) .093
 Erectile dysfunction 28 (34%) 2 (11%) .101
 Symptomatic orthostatic hypotension 5 (6%) 3 (16%) .170
Other sensory function
 Computerized FM 100-Hue, TES 60 (32, 91) 60 (44, 92) .376
 Abnormal color vision 41 (51%) 11 (58%) .602
 HRS, score 20 (17, 24) 21 (18, 24) .487
 Abnormal olfactory function 51 (62%) 11 (58%) .729
Neuropsychological test
 Any decline 26 (32%) 7 (37%) .667
 MCI 15 (18%) 2 (11%) .517
Neuropsychiatric symptoms
 BDI-II, score 8 (4, 13) 10 (4, 14) .433
 Depression 20 (24%) 5 (26%) >.900
 ESS, score 6 (4, 9) 7 (4, 10) .672
 Excessive daytime sleepiness 13 (16%) 4 (21%) .734
Calculations for prodromal PD
 Probability of prodromal PD, % 5.8 (1.4, 17.4) 7.5 (2.2, 25.6) .397
 Probable prodromal PD 55 (67%) 12 (63%) .745

Categorical variables were analyzed with Pearson χ2 tests for differences and presented as number (percentage). Parametric data were analyzed by Student t-test 

and presented as mean ± SD; nonparametric data were analyzed by Mann–Whitney U-test and presented as median (quarter). iRBD, isolated REM sleep behavior 

disorder; MDS-UPDRS, Movement Disorders Society Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale; TUG, Timed Up and Go; SCOPA-AUT, SCales for Outcomes in PArkinson’s 

disease—AUtonomic Dysfunction; FM 100-Hue, Farnsworth-Munsell 100-Hue test; TES, total error score; HRS, Hyposmia Rating Scale; BDI-II, Beck depression 

inventory-II; ESS, Epworth’s sleepiness scale; PD, Parkinson’s disease. *P < .05; **P < .01.
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It was empirically speculated that the phenoconversion risk 
might have increased over time in patients with iRBD. However, 
it was never estimated through a statistical method. There has 
been only one clue from a meta-analysis showing a positive cor-
relation between overall phenoconversion rate and follow-up 
duration of studies [2], suggesting that more phenoconversion 
events might occur after a longer period of time. In this study, we 
estimated the instantaneous yearly hazard rate and visualized 
its trend over time, which showed a steady increase year by year. 
While an average hazard rate was reported to be 6.3 per year in 
a previous study [3], our results showed an initially low hazard 
rate (2.1) which then steadily increased to 8.5 at 10–12.5 years, a 
more dynamic change.

The next question was if clinical symptoms of 
neurodegeneration would develop in a time-dependent manner. 
Out of expectation, there was no significant difference in the 
frequency of motor or non-motor abnormality between the two 
groups according to disease duration. Only for raw motor scores, 
a significant group difference and a weak correlation with dis-
ease duration were observed. To note, most patients with iRBD 

had MDS-UPDRS III scores below threshold (<6). Thus, a floor 
effect should be considered. Unlike previous studies reporting 
higher motor abnormality rate in longstanding iRBD [11, 12], 
only a few patients with iRBD had motor abnormality in this 
study (patients at 5–9.9 years: <10%; patients at ≥10 years: 15%). 
Our results suggested that while motor symptoms slightly 
progressed as time went by in patients with iRBD, they might 
remain subclinical for a long period as iRBD. For non-motor 
symptoms, the lack of significant group difference might be 
attributed to the early development of these symptoms in pa-
tients with iRBD. Constipation, urinary dysfunction, erectile dys-
function, hyposmia, and poor color discrimination were already 
commonly observed in the patients with iRBD with modest 
disease duration, and the frequency of these markers did not 
significantly increase with prolonged disease duration after the 
modest disease duration. This finding is concordant to accumu-
lating evidence that hyposmia is the earliest sign across alpha-
synucleinopathy (might even occur before RBD), followed by 
autonomic dysfunction and abnormal color vision, mostly be-
fore motor or cognitive impairment develops [10]. A future study 

Figure 3. Correlation between clinical variables ([A] MDS-UPDRS III, [B] TUG, [C] SCOPA-AUT, and [D] probability of prodromal PD) and disease duration. MDS-UPDRS, 

Movement Disorders Society Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale; TUG, Timed Up and Go; SCOPA-AUT, SCales for Outcomes in PArkinson’s disease—AUtonomic 

Dysfunction; PD, Parkinson’s disease. **, p < .01.
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is needed to investigate the frequency of non-motor symptoms 
at an earlier phase (before modest duration) and if there is a 
specific period recognized for developing non-motor symptoms.

While the presence of definitive neurodegenerative dis-
orders is still a key outcome for estimating phenoconverion 
risk through survival analysis, neurodegenerative markers are 
prevalent in iRBD. The term “RBD plus” has been proposed for 
those patients with RBD who have neurodegenerative symp-
toms (ie, abnormal mood, cognition, urinary function, and bowel 
function) yet do not fulfill the criteria for neurodegenerative 
diseases [43]. RBD plus might be the intermediary pheno-
type in-between definite iRBD and definite phenoconversion, 
implying neurodegeneration in progress.

This study included 198 patients diagnosed as iRBD five 
years ago or earlier, resulting in a total patient-year of 1353. It 
is a large number from a single center, considering that a multi-
center study achieved 4890 patient-year by combining data from 
24 centers [3]. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first study to 
present the yearly hazard rate and estimates of hazard function 
over time in patients with iRBD. In addition, this study including 
33 patients followed-up for 10 years or more was the first report 
of longstanding patients with iRBD from Asia.

This study has several limitations. First, it was a 
cross-sectional study comparing between individuals. Therefore, 
individual’s change over time was not accessible. Second, there 
was an inevitable loss of patients whose status remained un-
known, which might have caused a bias. Third, while hyposmia 
had high likelihood ratio for calculating probability of prodromal 
PD, olfactory function was assessed by a questionnaire rather 
than an objective test in this study. Nigrostriatal dopaminergic 
abnormality was not assessed in this study either. Fourth, while 
we emphasized the possible difference according to ethnic 
group, findings of this study should be considered cautiously 
when applying for patients from other ethnic groups.

Despite these limitations, this study may provide novel 
insights on the progression of neurodegeneration in Korean 
patients with iRBD. The possibility of racial and geographical 
differences in phenoconversion risk is raised with repeatedly 
reported lower estimated phenoconversion rates in Asian 
countries compared to existing literatures from western coun-
tries. While this study did present an increasing trend of hazard 
rate over time, the degree of increase was small. The finding 
that clinical manifestation did not dramatically deteriorate in 
patients with iRBD with long disease duration compared to 
those with modest disease duration also supported that the 
progression of neurodegeneration might be very subtle (at 
least before phenoconversion). Patients who remained iRBD 
for long-duration did not necessarily show higher frequency 
of neurodegeneration markers. Future study with longitudinal 
design is needed to further illuminate individual factors af-
fecting the temporal course of neurodegeneration.
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